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Violet Wands: A Beginner's Primer 

http://www.violetwands.org/ 

A Violet Wand is an electrical device used to provide erotic or kinky 
stimulation. You may have seen them first on HBOs "Realsex", or heard 
about them from someone else. The violet wand is a handheld electrical 
generator which supplies the electricity. The generator looks a little like a fat 
pencil on an electrical cord, and it can plug directly into the wall or come 
attached to a separate electrical box. 

 

The generator itself is the 'Violet Wand'. But it doesn't provide the stimulation 
by itself. The stimulation is provided from the accessories and electrodes, 
which plug into the generator, attaching into the generator's 'point' or 
'nosecone'. Each accessory and electrode can have different properties or a 
different 'feel' depending upon what type of sensation is desired. There are 
many different accessories and electrodes. Most of them are glass tubes 
which light up like neon signs, in fact, they use the same technology and 
gases that neon signs use. The most common color of violet wand glass 
tube is purple, thus giving the violet wand its name. The visual appeal of the 
beautiful neon colors glowing in the artistic glass tubes is another reason for 
their popularity. 

 

Some electrodes have a gentle fizzing sensation, almost like champagne 
bubbles against your skin. Many people find this level of stimulation quite 
erotic and pleasurable. Other electrodes have a stronger output, and some 
are even stronger yet. Using the adjustment knob on the violet wand, plus 
the right electrode, can offer sensations all the way from erotic tingling all the 
way to sharp shocks. This makes them a very popular toy as they provide 
something for everyone. 

  

 

Not only do the electrodes and accessories provide different types of sensation, but so do the techniques used. 
There are three basic violet wand techniques; Direct, Indirect and Reverse. Direct Techniques are done by 
touching the electrode directly to your partner. But the other two techniques 
are quite different. 

 

With violet wand electricity, it is possible to 'transfer' the electrical output, 
because of the fact that electricity travels. Think of a static spark jumping 
from a doorknob to your hand, and then imagine if you touch someone else 
and the static charge now travels to the other person. Violet wand electricity 
does this also, but it does it continously rather than with just a single spark, 
you have a steady stream of sparks jumping from your fingers to your 
partner. 
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Indirect techniques are done when you electrify your own touch then transfer the charge to your partner, just as 
if you were controlling and transferring that single static spark you got from the doorknob. Imagine a stream of 
tiny static sparks jumping from your fingertips to your partner as you stroke their skin. Now you know what 
people see in these marvelous toys! You can use many, many conductive toys and accessories with your violet 
wand with this technique. 

With Reverse techniques, you electrify your partner instead of electrifying 
yourself. Then you 'draw' the sparks from them, by using your own touch or 
by using the same conductive violet wand accessories. Does this sound like 
a lot? There are almost an unlimited number of accessories that can be used 
with a violet wand to achieve different sensations. Many people enjoy the 
fact that it is very difficult to get bored when you have a violet wand. Most 
people only know the tip of the iceberg about them, but a little creativity goes 
a long way. You can be using a violet wand safely in 5 minutes, but you can 
spend a lifetime learning all the ways to use them. 

 

 

 

  
  

In addition to the three basic techniques, there are a lot of advanced violet wand techniques. Some of them are 
for the kinkier crowd, but there are advanced techniques for the erotic sensation lovers as well. People enjoy 
them for different reasons; because they are beautiful and exotic, because of their ability to set their output 
from as gentle as you want to as intense as you want, because of the fact that you can plug in so many 
different electrodes for different sensations, or use so many different accessories that you can hardly get 
bored, or even because of the fact that violet wands are truly an art to master. Some people can achieve 
orgasm through using them, but not everyone does nor do they have to. The sheer bliss of an electrified kiss 
where you meet your partner's lips and the electricity REALLY tingles between them is incredible.  
 

Violet wands can sound a little scary. They can look a lot scary, too. But 
they are actually the safest 'kinky' electrical toy available today. You do 
have to take some precautions, mostly the same precautions that you have 
to take when using other electrical appliances...don't play with frayed wires, 
don't drop in the bathtub, etc. But there are some other safety concerns 
also that you have to be aware of, such as not letting the sparks hit the 
same spot on the skin for very long (it can leave redness or even burn if 
you have it set high enough to hurt). Statistical injuries are very, very low, 
and usually only unintentional redness is reported. (You can intentionally 
cause redness with a wand, thus intentional redness is not an 'injury', but is 
the desired result.) But don't let that scare you. You can set a violet wand as high...or as low...as you wish. 
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Because violet wands can use so many accessories, it is not unusual to see 
people with large violet wand kits. Since each glass electrode can feel 
differently or is designed to be used differently, violet wand kits with a 
beautiful array of glistening glass tubes are common, as well as those 
containing 'found' metal items that can be used with a violet wand; 
everything from shrimp forks to steel wool pads. After using a violet wand for 
a while, many people find they are digging through their kitchen drawers and 
their tool boxes to find anything metal that they can use with a violet wand. 
You can even use household lightbulbs as violet wand electrodes, by using a 
specially made adaptor. 

 

 

 

Electro-Stimulation (a.k.a. Electric) Play  

http://www.medicaltoys.com/lib-electric.htm 

Electrical play, electro-stimulation, erotic electro-stim all basically mean the same thing: using electrically powered 
devices in safe, sane and consensual BDSM games! It may seem like a scary notion to many people, but it can easily 
be made safe provided two simple rules are followed: only use devices powered by low-powered batteries, or plug-in-
powered appliances that have been designed to "step down" the voltage and regulates the power.  

So, what gadgets can we play with?  There are many possibilities, including a few devices specifically made for 
electrical play, various electro-medical devices, etc. such as Low frequency AC or pulsed DC devices, such as “TENS” 
and  “EMS” units, as well as more sophisticated devices made especially for electrical play and high voltage, high 
frequency, ultra low current devices, or “Violet Wands”.  

Now you ask, "How do voltage, resistance and current interact?" Just as having more water pressure or a larger hose 
will fill the swimming pool faster, the higher the voltage, and/or the lower the resistance, the more current will flow in an 
electrical circuit. (“Ohm’s Law”).  
 
During electrical play we often have direct control over the voltage, usually by means of an intensity knob or perhaps a 
pair of buttons which raise and lower a device’s output level. We also have some control over the resistance in our 
electrical play circuit, because we determine the placement of electrodes on the body, and the type of electrodes used, 
including their size and shape.  
 
There are factors which we don’t control however, such as the condition of the skin: Dry skin has a much higher 
resistance than moist skin does, and this can actually change during a scene as perspiration builds up (a common 
reaction to stress or to fear), or as the skin “blushes” or becomes “flushed” with arousal. Therefore, the best approach 
is to be prepared for compensated the unexpected reactions as the scene progresses! It is equally important to note 
that electrical (electro-stimulation) play is not an exact science, so even if you believe you know your "sub/patient's 
normal reactions" and your equipment, “setting the dial to 6” will not produce the same effect every time you play!  
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AC vs DC  
 
There’s more to electrical play than just passing any old sort of current through someone’s naughty bits. We have 
many flavors to choose from, and electricity can be applied in a wide variety of different signals and patterns, all of 
which feel very different when applied to the body! To understand this we need to explore the differences between AC 
and DC voltages.  
 
A DC signal has something called “polarity”. We’re all familiar with the fact that a battery (which supplies DC power) 
has two terminals, marked positive (+) and negative (–). Current flows from the positive to 
the negative terminal. This is called “direct current” electricity, or “DC”.  We can make a 
simple DC current more interesting by rapidly switching it on and off, creating a “square 
wave” signal. This can vary in its repetition rate, or “frequency”, and also in the width of the 
pulses “on time” as compared to their “off time”, usually called “pulse width” or sometimes 
“duty cycle”. This type of signal is commonly found in TENS and EMS units. A pulsed DC 
signal, there is still a positive and a negative terminal, and the current will always flow in 
one direction.  
 
Some devices produce AC, or “alternating current” signals. An AC signal constantly changes polarity, and current flows 
first in one direction, then in the other. The rate at which the polarity changes is called the “frequency”, which we 
measure in cycles per second, or “Hertz”. (Hz.) AC signals can be simple or they can be very rich and complex.  
   
Placement of Electrodes  
 
The devices output is applied to the body through either adhesive conductive gel pads, or through insertable 
electrodes, and it can take time and practice to find the electrode combinations and device settings that work best for a 
particular person. The best electrode placement will also depend upon the results you’re trying to achieve.  
 
Making good contact between the skin and the electrodes is vital -- more on how to do that later. If you don't do this, 
you won't get good results with TENS units, while you might get electrical burns from some of the bigger toys like hand 
crank magnetos. You also need to know that the smaller the contact point, the more intense the sensation -- clips and 
clamps feel quite different than a contact pad! So always start at low power and work up slowly.  
Another very important safety point is not to tie someone tightly when using electricity. You will be stimulating their 
muscles either directly, or make them jump with the sensations. They could injure themselves easily if they can't move. 
People react differently, so a setting that might make your leg twitch might cause a major leg movement in another -- 
consider this when tying someone.  
 
For female electro stimulation genital play, the adhesive pads electrodes can be placed close to, and on either side 
of the clitoris, on the thighs, or above and on either side of the pubic mound also work well. Insertable vaginal plug 
electrodes and/or butt-plugs can also be used.  
 
For male electro stimulation genital play, “contact bands” which stretch around the penis are commonly used, and 
conductive butt-plugs may also complete the circuit. There are now some extremely stimulating (pun intended) urethral 
insertables, such as the Sparklers or the Deep Throat.  
 
BDSM “Power Boxes”  
 
Several companies make TENS/EMS like devices which have been designed especially for BDMS Electrical Play, and 
for E-Stim. These devices tend to offer much higher maximum output levels than TENS and EMS units provide, and 
their waveforms are usually tailored to provide sensations more suitable for our purposes. The PES Power Box can be 
used with a 9 Volt battery or A/C powered, which is recommended for the strongest performance of the various 
attachments electrodes, which require more power.  
 
The TENS units are battery-powered, with control of pulse intensity and pulse frequency, and two leads that can be 
attached to stimulation pads which adhere to the skin for contact. These can produce sensations ranging from a mild 
tingle to a thrilling trembling buzz to a serious jolt. Remember, below the waist only!  
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The Violet Wand  
 
A "violet wand" resembles a hand-held power tool with little glass bulbs sticking out of one end! When turned on, the 
bulb glows to a violet color light inside the bulb and crackles; touching it will cause static sparks to jump to your skin, 
with "zap!" and a sharp shock. These do not send current through the body, and are safe for use anywhere except the 
eyes or major nerve clusters (i.e. the top of the spine)--though prolonged use will burn the skin.  
   
Power Box, Electro-Stimulation, TENS Beginner's Instructions:  
 
Trying the unit out on yourself is really the only way to learn. One thing to 
remember with anything that has settings or dials is that different people have 
different pain thresholds. Even the same person may experience and interpret 
sensations differently at different times -- just because one setting is pleasurable 
to one person doesn't mean another one else will find it so.  
 
A good place to start exploring is the legs. Try putting one terminal on the inside 
of your thigh about three inches from the crotch, the other one on the inside of 
your ankle. Good lubrication of the skin/contact pads is essential -- water is fine 
for the genuine re-usable gel type pads that come with some of the units. For dry 
re-usable terminals or anything home-made, water-based lube (Surgi-lube) is OK,  or use Spectra Gel which is a 
conductive gel lubricant, if more conductivity is needed.  
 
Experiment with the various settings of your unit, always with the unit turned off first and re-started after adjustments. A 
good start is to set intensity to about one third of maximum and then to dial in various pulse rates and widths of signal 
to experience the different sensations. Next choose approximately 40% pulse rate and signal width and increase 
intensity. You should feel either calf or thigh muscles respond by contracting (twitching) in rhythm with the pulse 
setting. You may need to adjust the position of the pads slightly or check for good contact if your muscles do not 
respond.  
 
When you reach an intensity level at which your muscles contract comfortably, increase the pulse rate until you reach a 
point at which the pulse rate is too fast for your muscles to react -- they will cramp instead. Depending on your point of 
view this can be either unbearably painful or an incredible turn-on. Next try putting a pad on each ankle -- really nice. 
Then try putting one or both pads on the sole of your foot. Lastly, if you have two sets of outlets, put one set of pads on 
each leg.  
 
From here on it's smooth sailing! If you can't remember basic human anatomy from school biology, take a look at a 
fitness or anatomy book at the library and see where all the leg, ass and stomach muscles are located. The principle is 
really simple -- place the contacts a little beyond where muscles connect to joints and tendons.  
 
Erotic Electro Stimulation Play Aftercare  
 
Prolonged and intense sessions with TENS, EMS and similar “power boxes” can sometimes result in electrolyte 
depletion, which is best treated with rest, and by drinking fluids to keep hydrated. (Sports drinks such as Gatorade 
work best.)  
One common side effect is a temporary phantom tingling sensation called “after-buzz”. Some may also experience a 
temporary numbness, or perhaps muscle weakness in the area where electrodes were attached, or in areas served by 
the nerves which were affected.  
 
If you’re using safe equipment and practices it’s actually pretty difficult to harm someone while doing electrical/electro 
stimulation play.  In the event of any mishaps, however, turning off and disconnecting any electrical play devices.  
 
Healthy Tip: Electrical (electro stimulation) play is not for everyone; get a medical check up before 
participating in any BDSM play. This is even more important in the case of electrical play, if you have any 
doubts about your (or your play partner's) overall health. That's a huge part of safe and sane!  
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More Sources, Info and Shopping 
 
http://www.ib3health.com/products/TensandEMS/TENSIndex.shtml 
 
Canadian Office: 
YCY Better Health Centre 
9253 Shaughnessy Street 
Vancouver, BC V6P 6R4  
Canada 
 
http://www.extremerestraints.com/electrical-units_44/ 
 
http://unsafewords.com/?p=13 

The Samurai, from PES 

admin on April 28, 2009 in Sex Toys  
 
Hefty, beautiful to behold, the Samurai shines.  It catches the 
attention, sets sparks flying in the imagination.  Rumors of its 
prowess have spread quietly along the corners of the kink world: 
the swingers, the BDSMers, the electrofetishists, all are intrigued 
by the allure of the Samurai. 
If you’re looking for a vaginal electrosex toy that can create really 
fulfilling, satisfying experiences, try these: 
 
The Five-Conductor Spark Plug, from Rupert Huse  
http://unsafewords.com/?p=145 
 
Rotating Electrodes from happystim       
http://happystim-usa.com/catalog/c20_p1.html  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
http://sextek.com/starters.html?gclid=CIG-ubergZsCFRwpawodyGFDdQ 
 


